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NOTE TO READER 

Readers of this oral history memoir should bear in mind that 
it is an edited transcript of the spoken word and reflects 
the informal, conversational style that is inherent in such 
historical sources. The Parliament and the Battye Library 
are not responsible for the factual accuracy of the memoir, 
nor for the views expressed therein; these are for the 
reader to judge. The editing has been carried out by the 
interviewee, Hon Eric Heenan. 
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S 
INTRODUCTION 

This is an interview with Mr Eric Michael Heenan for the 

Parliamentary History Project and the Battye Library Oral History 

Programme. 

Mr Heenan was born in Kanowna in 1900 and grew up in Esperance 

40 
where he worked briefly as a monitor in the local State school 

after his own education in Esperance and Adelaide. The family 

moved to Perth where Mr Heenan worked as a monitor before 

enlisting in 1918. He arrived in Durban to find the war was over 

and immediately returned to Perth where he was an assistant 

teacher before becoming articled to a firm of solicitors and 

passing the Barristers' Board exams in 1929. He then helped his 

family run the Pier Hotel in Esperance and unsuccessfully 

contested the South Province seat in 1930. In 1931 he went to 

Kalgoorlie to work as a lawyer, including being the lawyer for 

the AWU. Later he was joined in his work by his wife Joan whom he 

married in 1937. 

L4 

In 1934 Mr Heenan unsuccessfully contested the North East 

Province seat which he won in 1936 and held until 1965 when he 

was appointed the member for the new Lower North Province. He was 

defeated in this province in the election of 1968. 

Mr Heenan commented on his 32 years' service in the Legislative 

Council, its members, and relationships within the Parliament. He 

spoke of his work as a member and the way the Parliamentary Labor 

Party operated. He still worries about voting according to his 

party's wishes but against what was considered best for his 

constituents when railways were closed in his Province. 

S 
Mr Heenan lost his sight through glaucoma some years ago and has 

impaired hearing which posed interviewing difficulties. 

The interview was conducted in Perth on September 23, 1986 by 

Ronda Jamieson. There are five tapes. 

40 
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Eric Michael Heenan at the time of his 
election to Parliament in 1936. 

10 
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EDITED TRANSCRIPT 

HEENAN I was born at Kanowna on the 29 April 1900. 

RJ And your full name? 

HEENAN Eric Michael Heenan. 

RJ Who was your father? 

HEENAN My father was Michael Joseph Heenan  

RJ What was his occupation? 

HEENAN He was a member of a pioneer farming family in 
Queensland. The family was at a place called Laidley in 
Queensland; a large Irish family. His father was an Irish 
immigrant. [He] took up land at Laidley and had about 12 sons 
and daughters. In later years there were gold discoveries at 
Kalgoorlie. When was that? When did Hannan find his gold in 
Kalgoorlie? 

RJ In 1894, wasn't it? 

HEENAN I was going to say 1894. The gold discoveries had a 
vast impact on the Australia of that period. Lots of young men 
left the Eastern States and made their way to this new Eldorado 
which offered the possibility of fortunes for all corners. 

RJ When did he come to Western Australia? 

HEENAN My father came in, I think it was 1895-96. 

RJ What did he do here? 

• 1 Some details of Michael Joseph Heenan and his family are contained in Esperance Yesterday and Today by John Rintoul, Esperance Shire Council, 1973, pp  208-9 
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HEENAN He, like most of the people who converged on the 
46 Goldfields, went searching for gold in places like Kanowna, 

which was then an active mining centre. 

RJ Who was your mother? 

HEENAN My mother also came from Queensland, her name being 
Josephine Frances McCarthy. Her parents had a cattle station. 

40 RJ Was your father married when he came to Western 
Australia? 

HEENAN Yes. 

RJ How many brothers and sisters did you have? 

HEENAN There was one brother and two sisters born in 
S Queensland. 

RJ And then here? 

S HEENAN Then my mother and these children followed my father a 
couple of years after he came over here. I was born at Kanowna 
in 1900. 

5 RJ That was the total family, was it, two boys and two 
girls? 

HEENAN Yes. So there were two boys and two girls. 
S 

Life was very primitive and hard on the Goldfields, especially 
for women, and although my father had had some success as a 
prospector, he had been brought up on the land. 

At about this time, Esperance was an active port for the 
Goldfields. In addition, there was a belt of mallee country 
northwards of Esperance which was being hailed as very suitable 

• for farming development -- or for development as a farming area 
[pause]. And so it was that my father and his family decided to 
leave the Goldfields and go to Esperance, where my father would 
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take up land in the mallee, along with many others. This he 
did. He took up land at a place called Grass Patch, which was 
about 50 miles north of Esperance. This was in the year 1900. 

RJ I understood he also had an hotel in Esperance. Can 
S you tell me about that please? 

HEENAN Yes. He also purchased the Pier Hotel at Esperance. 

S RJ So where did you grow up yourself? Where did you 
live? 

HEENAN Well, from then on, the family lived at Esperance. 
S 

RJ In the hotel? 

HEENAN In the hotel. My father used to go to Grass Patch for 
S months at a time, trying to develop his farm. 

RJ Who ran the hotel when he was away? 

S HEENAN My mother. While he was away, my mother ran the 
hotel, but Esperance by now was suffering a depression. 

RJ Where were you educated, Mr Heenan? 

HEENAN Perhaps I should say that at Esperance, four more 
children were born, making in all a family of eight. But one 
little girl died in infancy from some childish complaint. 

RJ Tell me about your education, Mr Heenan? 

HEENAN All seven of us children attended the Esperance State 
• School. All seven of us children started off by attending the 

Esperance State School, but later my eldest brother, two sisters 
and I went to boarding schools in Adelaide. 

• RJ At what point of your education did you go to 
Adelaide? 
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HEENAN I think we probably went over when we were 13 or 14 
years of age. 

RJ How far did you go with education in Adelaide? 

HEENAN My two sisters went to a convent and my brother and I 
went to the Christian Brothers, both of which were boarding 
schools. Eventually we came back to WA. My two elder sisters 
joined the Education Department as teachers. My eldest brother 

S became articled to a legal firm in Perth and studied law. 

RJ And you? 

5 HEENAN I left Adelaide at the end of 1915, having passed the 
Junior public examination, and returned to Esperance. 

RJ What did you do on your return? 

HEENAN By this time conditions in Esperance were very poor 
and my parents were not in a position to send me back for 
further education. However, at this time, some event transpired 

5 which had a very important bearing on my future. The time was 
January 1916. The State school at this time had an enrolment of 
barely 40 children with a headmaster and a lady assistant 
teacher. 

END OF TAPE ONE SIDE ONE 
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TAPE ONE SIDE TWO 

S 

HEENAN The headmaster was away holidaying in Perth. A few 
5 days before the school was due to re-open, word was received 

that he was seriously ill, was in Royal Perth Hospital and had 
to undergo an operation, thus leaving the assistant teacher in a 
real predicament. Somehow the Education Department learned that 

5 I was in Esperance, had left school and was the holder of the 
Junior Certificate: hardly the standard of education which was 
needed for a teacher, however lowly. However, I was invited to 
join the department as a probationer. When the school opened, I 
joined Miss Gibson, the lady teacher, and somehow we managed 
pretty well. 

RJ How long did you remain teaching? 
fl 

HEENAN Perhaps I should mention that I at the time was still 
wearing short trousers. 

$ RJ [Laughs.] How gorgeous. How long did you stay 
teaching? 

HEENAN After a lapse of three to four months, the headmaster 
• returned from Perth, having made a good recovery from his 

illness, and took over his position again, thus making me more 
or less redundant. Again, the Education Department stepped in 
by offering me an appointment as a monitor at the Subiaco State 

• School. This proposal was also fortuitous because my mother had 
moved to Perth a few months earlier with my two younger brothers 
and sister in order to further their education in Perth and had 
acquired a modest home for this section of our family. My two 

• elder sisters had also joined the Education Department and were 
teaching in various country towns. 

While at Subiaco I had to attend what were called "monitors' 
• classes". This was a good thing because I went on to pass the 

Leaving Certificate. 
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I got good training at Subiaco, which was regarded as one of the 
department's top schools, but at this time the war -- the First 
World War -- was still raging. My brother, Neville, was serving 
in France as a lieutenant and had won the Military Cross. When, 
therefore, I turned 18 on the 29 April 1918, I enlisted after 
obtaining my parents' permission, and approval from the 
Education Department. I went into Blackboy Camp in July and in 
October, left for overseas with a contingent from WA on a 
troopship called the Boonph, which would transpire to be the 
last troopship to leave Australia in the First World War. 

After a journey lasting three weeks, we arrived at Durban in the 
early hours one morning, to learn that the Armistice had been 

49 signed the previous day. [Laughter.] 

RJ What happened on your return to Australia? 

HEENAN After having been anchored in Durban Harbour for about 
a week awaiting what was to become of us, the Bponah returned to 
Australia and I was back home in WA once more. [Laughs.] I 
won't go into the details of how we all got Spanish influenza. 

• That's a dreadful memory; about 30 of our chaps died. Anyway, 
we're getting away from Parliament (laughs] 

RJ Yes we are. [Laughs.] Just tell me briefly what you 
41 did on your return before you decided to go into politics. 

HEENAN Good! Early in 1919, having recovered from the 
effects of Spanish influenza, which afflicted most of the troops 

• on the return journey from Durban, I presented myself to the 
Education Department and was appointed an assistant teacher at 
East Victoria Park State School. After teaching there for the 
next four years, I decided to resign and to become articled to a 
firm of solicitors and study law. Eventually I was admitted as 
a lawyer in 1929. 

RJ Having studied at the University of Western Australia? 
a 

HEENAN Well there wasn't a faculty of law at the university 
then. It was located at Irwin Street. However, I attended and 
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did four or five arts' subjects, with the intention of pursuing 
a law degree if and when the faculty was established. There was 
talk of establishing a faculty of law but the university was 
struggling. The Barristers' Board set exams. The Barristers' 
Board admitted lawyers at that time. I resigned in 1923 from 
the Education Department and I didn't get admitted until 1929. 
During that time, I had to serve five years articles and pass 
the Barristers' Board exams, which fortunately I did.' 

That brings us to 1929, and in 1931 I went to Kalgoorlie to try 
my fortunes as a young, very inexperienced lawyer. 

RJ Up to that time, had you taken any interest in 
politics at all? 

HEENAN Not an unusual interest, just a normal interest. 
had been too busy studying and struggling. 

RJ How successful was your law career in Kalgoorlie? 

HEENAN Well, I had no money. You know, my family -- we were 
a large family. We didn't starve but just like, I suppose, most 
other families, we were poor and everyone had to just struggle 
to keep the home going. We had very good parents. My mother, 
she did nothing but just work and run the home and look after 
US. 

This is not for the record,2  but when I enlisted in 1918 I came 
up from Esperance. I went to enlist. You had to supply details 
for a medical examination and so on. 

2 

• END TAPE ONE, SIDE TWO 

'Mr Heenan later added that after the Barristers' Board exams, he went to Esperance. His father had died and he helped his brother, Esmond, and his mother as licensee, run the Pier Hotel. The family tried to sell the hotel • and could not as Esperance was thought to be without a future. In 1930, Eric Heenan was the Labor candidate for the South Province but was defeated by nearly 400 votes by the sitting Nationalist Party member, Jams Cornell. The Collier Government delayed the proposed election by a fortnight to allow Mr Heenan to stand. The minirnun age for Legislative Council candidates was then 30 (RI). 
2 Mr Heenan agreed to these details remaining on the record (RJ) 
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TAPE TWO SIDE ONE 

HEENAN Where did we finish off? 

IV RJ You were saying that when you went to enlist -- 

HEENAN When I went to enlist, there's a burly sergeant-major 
with the application form, and he started questioning me: my 
full name and where I was born and the names of my parents, and 
addresses and religion, and have you had measles and smallpox? 
All of these things. Any operations? "No." 

S Then it came to the next question: "Who is your family doctor?" 
[Laughs.] Well, we were living here, my mother and my two young 
brothers and sister and myself, living out here in Beaufort 
Street, Mt Lawley. Well, you know, we'd been reared at 
Esperance and we were as strong and as healthy as could be. 
Plenty to eat, plenty of fish to eat, plenty of vegetables. 
Everyone, had a cow. We'd plenty of wild duck. And there was 
the beach, and we learned to swim and, of course, we were strong 

S and healthy, and that stood by me all my life, thank God. But 
here, this question, "Who is your family doctor?" Well, we 
didn't know anyone in Perth hardly. We were just a poor 
struggling family. We had a few friends, no doubt, but I felt 

41 terribly lowly and poor. You know, I couldn't claim [laughs] to 
have a doctor. I couldn't answer that question, "Who is your 
family doctor?" Well, we didn't have one and I was always sorry 
afterwards that I didn't answer it by saying that my mother was 

45 our doctor. She was an intelligent woman and had had a good 
education, beautiful handwriting, played the piano, and, you 
know, if we had splinters or if we had colds -- we rarely got 
anything like that, but there was nothing she couldn't attend 
to. And, of course, we didn't have a family doctor [laughter]. 
I felt utterly ashamed of this. 

However, I went to Kalgoorlie and I started right off from 
• scratch. I hadn't had much training or experience, I'd done my 

articles and I had passed and got admitted, but in later years 
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since we were practising, you get these young chaps from the 
0 University. They do their L1.B. down at the University, and 

then they have to do articles. They have to serve two years in 
a solicitor's office. Well, they come -- we've had several of 
them -- and they come for experience of course, just like young 
doctors go to the hospitals. But, my word, they're 
unsophisticated and they are learned in the history of the law, 
no doubt, but they know next to nothing about preparing a will, 
or doing a mortgage, or doing a farming partnership, or handling 
some of the involved court cases. But that's why they come to 
the solicitor. Well I hadn't had any of that experience. But I 
went to Kalgoorlie, and I somehow got going. 

Oh, at this time -- this was an important factor -- I knew the 
sergeant of police. I think he'd been in Esperance and had been 
a friend of my father's when he was in Esperance, and now he was 
up in Kalgoorlie as a sergeant. I think some of these people 
who would be arrested, or perhaps there would be someone up on a 
stealing charge, or an assault or a robbery, or gold stealing 
[laughs], I think this old sergeant tried. If they wanted a 
lawyer -- I think the police, if they are arrested, they charge 

• them and then they want bail or do they want a lawyer? Well, 
if they do well they ring up. "What lawyer do you want?" 
Perhaps they don't know, and I think this old Sergeant Ryan 
would say, "Well, there's a young lawyer just started, named 

• Heenan. Would you like me to get him?" [Laughs.] 

Anyhow, I got started, and then I got to know the secretary of 
the AWU at Boulder and they covered the men working in the mines 

• and there were always accidents on the mines, a lot of accidents 
in the mines, and he used to send them in to me and I became 
pretty good on workers' compensation. I studied it and then on 
account of my father having been a prospector at Kanowna and I 

• having been born at Kanowna, I was invited to join the 
Prospectors' Association. They had an association there of 
prospectors and it was a good body. The idea was to have 
branches of the Prospectors' Association and make approaches on 
their behalf to the Government from time to time, and to deal 
with the problems and perhaps complaints they had in Kanowna or 
Leonora or Coolgardie, wherever it was. Anyhow, they sort of 
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adopted me as being one of themselves, having been born on the 
goldfields. Kanowna was quite a famous place. There were a 
number of famous characters out there and it had quite a 
background and a history and they adopted me and they made me 
president after some time and I took an interest and I learnt 
about mining and prospecting and their problems and so on. And 
there was a good deal of litigation in the Warden's Court 
emanating from over-pegging and other squabbles amongst 
themselves. They peg ground and there are always disputes, 
especially when there's a boom on. They over-peg, and then 
they end up in court to get the matter settled. 

And so I got on and then I got married and my wife, Joan, was a 
lawyer. She had done law at the local University. She came 
to Kalgoorlie and she was nice and people liked her and, of 
course, she had a very good education. She had her BA degree 
and LlB degree and she was a great asset. I remember we -- am 
I diverting too much? 

RJ Well, you married in 1937, but the year before that 
is when you went into Parliament, and I wondered why you decided 
to stand for Parliament? 

HEENAN Well, there was a vacancy -- no, I'm coming back to 
1932, I think it was. I went up there at 1 31-'32. There was 
what was called the North-East Province, and this covered 

• Kalgoorlie and northwards: Broad Arrow, Leonora, Laverton, 
Gwalia, all of that area. Mining mainly, prospecting, sheep 
stations. It was held by a man named Harold Seddon and the 
Labor Party had never been able to win this seat and they 

• invited me -- a couple of them came to me and asked me would I 
contest it. Well, I was flattered. I didn't know anything 
about politics really, not the fundamentals. My parents -- we 
had been at Esperance. Most of the goldfield seats were held by 

* Labor members. Mr Collier was one; we knew Collier well. They 
struggled for Esperance. They were always on our side, trying 
to get the railway built down there, and so when I went to 
Kalgoorlie, my sympathies were with the Labor Party and, as I 
say, the union, the AWU, appointed me as their lawyer and I 
acted for the poorer section, the working section of the 
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community. Anyhow, they invited me to stand against Seddon for 
this North-East Province in 1932, and I did. And, do you know, 
when the final count was taken he beat me by one or two votes 
only. He beat me by one or two votes. Anyhow, we got a 
recount, and, instead of going my way, the recount went his way 
a bit. He eventually beat me by seven or eight votes. They 
admitted some of his. So that was a pretty good showing. 
Then, two years later, in 1936 -- no, four years later wasn't 
it? 

RJ Yes, yes. 

HEENAN I didn't think it was that long. I might have my 
thirty -- when did I say, 1 32? 

RJ You said '32, yes. 

HEENAN That might have been ,34•1  Anyhow, the parliamentary 
records would clear that up. Anyhow, there were three members. Each province had three members -- did you know that? In the Legislative Council. The State was divided into 10 provinces, 
and each province had three members and there were elections 
every two years. We were elected for six years. I would be up • for election this year. Two years later one of the other 
members, it would be his turn to go for election, and then two 
years later the third one would stand, and then back to me. 
Well, this North-East Province, one of the members.... Seddon, • had beaten me and he was in for the next six years. Well, the 
next one to come up two years later was a man named Moore, 
Richard Moore. Whether he was Mayor of Kalgoorlie at the time 
I'm not sure, but he was a very well-respected man. He was a 
blacksmith. He was a pillar, I think, of the Methodist Church, or one of those churches. A very highly-respected, likeable man; nice man. Anyhow, the Labor Party came to me again, I having done well against Seddon, and here's an election for the same area. Over that period I'd been going up to Leonora and 
these places as a lawyer and I was pretty well-known by this 
time and I knew the prospectors. 

0 
1Mr Heenan ran against Harold Seddon in 1934 (RJ). 
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Anyhow, I opposed Dick Moore in 1936 and I did it with 
considerable reservations because I respected him and I had 
known him. He was a blacksmith. You know, he was a more 
ordinary man. He was entitled to be a Labor man more than I 
was, or as much as I was, really. He wasn't one of the upper- 
crust in Kalgoorlie. Anyhow, I beat Dick Moore this time. I 
beat him, not by very much. I beat him by 37 votes or something 
like that, I think it was. And, do you know, I was sorry about 
it. I didn't celebrate very much having won because I was sorry 
for having displaced this decent man. Anyhow, Dick Moore went 
on to be Mayor of Kalgoorlie and he was knighted. He finished 
up as Sir Richard Moore. We remained good friends. He held no 
resentment over my beating him and, as a matter of fact, if the 
Governor, or some prominent person came to Kalgoorlie and there 
was a reception at the Town Hall, I would get an invitation to 
go as one of the members for the Goldfields and, as often as 
not, Dick Moore would call on.... "Oh, I would like the Hon. Mr 
Heenan to say a few words." Call on me, which was nice. And 
then I remained in Parliament for the next 32 years. 

RJ Yes. Mr Heenan, when you stood for that North-East 
Province, it was, of course, a seat in the Legislative Council. 

S Were you aware at that time of the problems of the Council? Did 
you ever consider that you would prefer to have been in the 
Assembly or anything like that, before you entered politics? 

S HEENAN No, I didn't have much choice. You see, I had my 
practice in Kalgoorlie; I was a lawyer. My wife was there. 
But when I was elected I took in a partner named Tom Hartree, 
because we had a fair amount of court work. You know, we were 

$ pretty busy, doing well. I'd been fairly well-experienced and I 
had got some reputation in the courts, I think. But, when I 
got into Parliament, I looked around for a partner, and got a 
man named Tom Hartree, whom I'd known for years and years, and 

• he joined. But I still found that I had a bit of work to do 
from time to time as a lawyer, and being in the Legislative 
Council didn't make such demands on the members' time as it did 
in the Assembly. We used to have more time off than they did in 

• the Assembly. I didn't choose it for that purpose, but that's 
how it worked out. I was still able to play some part in my 
office. I didn't abandon it completely. 
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For instance, while Parliament was sitting I was up and down to 
Perth with the other members from Kalgoorlie, up and down every 
week. Go down on Monday night and back on Thursday night, 
Friday night. Then you would have to go to Perth from time to 
time to various caucus meetings or deputations. It was a pretty 
demanding life. But gradually Tom Hartree took over all the 
court work. My wife, Joan, never went into court. She didn't 
do any court work. She wouldn't enter into that field at all, 
but she was very, very good at handling estates and intricate 
commercial dealings, and so on. During the depression years 
there was a good deal of debt collecting up there, and I always 
remember, you know, some of these firms. Perth would send up 
about 50 accounts to collect for them and, of course, you'd send 
out a letter, a stereotyped sort of letter, to Thomas Brown 
telling him that we had instructions from Boans, or whoever it 
was, to collect the sum of 20 pounds, and unless the money was 
paid within a certain time we would have to institute legal 
proceedings. I usually used to add that, "I appreciate that it 
may not be possible to pay the full amount within the time 
stipulated, and if you care to call in and see me in the 
meantime, I would be prepared to discuss some arrangement 
whereby you could pay it by instalments." They used to 
appreciate that, and they'd come in and, depending on their 
circumstances, they would pay five shillings a week or 10 
shillings a week, whatever it was, and most of these people, if 
they had any legal work later on, would come back and get me to 
act for them. 

But, what I was going to tell you about my wife Joan. There 
• were a lot of Italians there, and Joan was doing some of these 

accounts, and this Italian woman came in. They had a market 
garden on the outskirts of Kalgoorlie; large family, as most of 
them had. She came up to see us and she saw my wife Joan. And 

• she said, "Oh, Mrs Heenan, don't be too hard on us." She said 
she'd got this letter and she was almost in tears and Joan tried 
to pacify her. She was quiet and gentle with her. [Laughs]. 
No-one could take offence at Joan. Anyhow, this poor Italian 
woman opened the conversation by saying, "Oh, Mrs Heenan, don't 
be too hard on us, we're just poor bastards!" [Laughter.] You 
know, there's Joan, just out of a convent [laughs] ! But, they 
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were nice people and if you treated them well, they became 
lasting friends, not enemies. 

RJ That's lovely! You say you were able to keep your 
practice going. When you first went into Parliament, how much 
of your time was spent on parliamentary duties and how much 
would you have spent doing work as a lawyer? 

HEENAN Oh, I don't think I could answer that. I would get 
back, you know, if Parliament adjourned. Perhaps we would 

S adjourn for a week. We'd run out of business and wouldn't sit 
next week, for instance. Well, I wouldn't go to Perth, and I 
would be able to go back to the office. It was difficult; you 
can't serve two masters. I used to use the office, too, for 

S my parliamentary work, you know. You'd have quite a lot of 
writing to do, and meetings to attend in Kalgoorlie, and 
speeches to write. You'd have to study the Bills that were 
before Parliament and write out notes. If there would be 
something on the Workers' Compensation Act, or the Miners' 
Workers' Relief Act, something like that, or something affecting 
the Mining Law, you'd be interested in and have to study it and 
understand it and perhaps prepare a worthwhile speech. We 

S Goldfields members would be expected to handle measures like 
that and you would, if there was a Bill, as I say, amending the 
Workers' Compensation Act, then you'd perhaps have to see a 
doctor friend and get a bit of help from him about what the 

• terms meant and what effect it would have. You'd have to keep 
in touch with the unions. Did they approve of it? That was the 
way I used to do it anyhow. Then I'd write out this and when I 
came down to Perth next week I'd be in a position to make some 

S contribution. 

The end of the year, we used to adjourn. See, Parliament would 
finish usually, or the Legislative Council would finish, at 

5 about October, I think. 

RJ Having started in July? When did it used to start? 

41 
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HEENAN I thought it used to start about March, April, May, 
June, July -- goodness me, I forget that. Whether we had two 
sessions or, no, no, it might have been later -- I forget that. 

END OF TAPE TWO SIDE ONE 
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TAPE TWO SIDE TWO 

HEENAN Parliament would end and then we'd sort of be on 
holidays and it wouldn't reopen until -- now I forget when we 
would reopen. Of course, there would be meetings. You'd have 
to be up and down to Perth quite a lot. There would be 
deputations to the Minister for Mines, or the Minister for Water 
Supply, or people in Kalgoorlie would come to see you about 

3 various matters. The war was on, too. Shortages of petrol: 
you had to get permits to buy petrol and machinery. Clothing. 
Clothing: you just couldn't go into a shop and buy socks and 
shirts and things without so many clothing ration tickets. And 
motor cars. I was continually - or we, not I. We all were. 
But, you know, people up at Leonora, Gwalia, Laverton, these 
places, they were always short of petrol. You would have to try 
to get them more petrol allowances, or get them a permit to buy 
another motor car. Groceries: the stores couldn't get enough 
dried milk and that sort of thing. I used to write out a number 
of these things that required attention from someone at 
Menzies -- something about the train. The Road Board would have 

• some propositions they wanted to put up. Well, I would usually 
have a few of these. I'd have half a dozen such matters, and 
down I would go to Perth and stay in Perth for a week and go 
around to the Education Department about the school at Gwalia or 

• another room needed at the school or whatever it was, and then 
the stores somewhere would want.... couldn't they get more of 
this or that? And you'd go and see the department concerned. 
It was a busy life. You know, apart from being down here 

I) talking in Parliament and sitting in Parliament, you lived 
pretty close to the people and they expected to see you and they 
expected you to be active and to be about. That North-East 
Province -- I often wonder how I stood up to it because it was 

• very rough travelling, rough roads, dust and very poor 
accommodation at hotels. Some of the hotels, you know, there'd 
be three or four beds in a room, and you'd share [chuckles] and 
one little electric light, and the bathroom down at the back of 

46 the place. 
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I was thinking, the Legislative Council in my time -- there were 
some very good men in it. The policy of the Labor Party was to 
abolish the Legislative Council, but I didn't altogether agree 
with that. They merited their role, I used to think. 

S RJ Who were the outstanding members when you first went 
into Parliament? 

HEEN.AN Well, I was in the Legislative Council. The 
Legislative Assembly, they are two separate departments and you 
kept to yourselves largely. We were two separate institutions. 

RJ But who stood out in the Council, as far as you were 
concerned, from either side of politics? 

HEENAN I was thinking, when I went into Parliament the 
President was Sir John Kirwan, and he was from the Goldfields. 

* He was an Independent. He wasn't Labor or Liberal, he was 
independent. But he was an old gentleman, an educated man, very 
well versed in parliamentary procedure and he knew the Standing 
Orders, and a gentleman. I think he'd been a journalist, and I 

• think he'd been a Federal member in the early days of Australia. 
Well, he made an impression on me. He was very nice to me and I 
was not very well-equipped to become a member of Parliament. 
There's a lot to learn, but he used to befriend me. We would 

• usually adjourn about a quarter to six and then we would have 
our dinner at six, and then I think we used to resume sitting at 
half past seven. Well, you'd have dinner and then you would 
sit around. Some would go up to the library; some would go up 

• and have a game of billiards; some would go back to the Chamber 
and write notes or study the Bills. But old Sir John Kirwan 
used to search me out, and would I like to go for a walk? And 
we used to go down, I forget the name of the street now --

anyhow, we used to go right round the block up to Kings Park and 
around and back, and he was a most interesting man. I found him 
most interesting. He'd been on the Goldfields all his life. He 
was associated with the Kalgoolie Miner. I think he'd been 

• their leader writer -- well read, and knew all the characters 
who had played a part on the Goldfields over the period from 
when Hannan first found gold up to the present time. I learnt a 
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lot from him and his friendship was greatly appreciated, and he 
had a great sense of humour. Had a great sense of humour. That 
was Sir John Kirwan. He was one of my best friends in the early 
days. 

There were a very few Labor members. There were 30 members and 
I think there were only about seven or eight or nine of us Labor 
members. They used to complain about the Legislative Council. 
It was hard to win the seats because enrolment was not 
compulsory for voters. The result was that a lot of working 
people who were entitled to get on the roll were never on the 
roll, and of course never voted. And that was because the 
Labor organisation sort of ridiculed the Legislative Council. 
They didn't want it to continue. They sort of ignored it, and 
instead of getting members into Parliament, they just didn't do 
enough about it in my opinion. Of course they didn't have the 
money to do it. But when I went in, I think there were only 
about, as I say, eight or nine members out of 30. It was 
dominated by elderly men, largely from the land, or some from 
the north-west. There was a member named Holmes and another 
named Angelo and a man named George Miles. Oh, they were 
robust, [laughs], stout -- but they were decent. There wasn't 

• the hatred that goes on now, as I understand it. We all used to 
talk and have our cups of tea together, or have a drink in the 
bar together afterwards (laughs]. Then we would have a go at 
one another in the Chamber if, you know, the debate warranted 
it. But it was a fairly sophisticated atmosphere. 

There was a man I used to sit next to and his name was 
Sir Hal Colbatch. You could mention him. He had earlier been 

• Premier, I think -- had he? 

RJ Yes, briefly. 

• HEENAN He had been Premier, he had been a Minister. Was he 
in the Federal Parliament? 

L, 
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RJ I'm pretty sure he was .3 He was elected to the 
Federal Senate in November 1928 -- 

HEEN.AN That's right. 

RJ And he resigned from the Senate on the 20th of March 
1933. 

HEENAN And then he came into the Legislative Council after 
that. 

RJ Why do you remember him? 

HEENIN Because I sat next to him, and he was an erudite.... 
He was the senior at this time: he'd been Premier; he'd been in 
the Senate; he'd been in the Assembly; and then he got elected 
to the Legislative Council. This was towards the end of his 
career. But he was one of the ablest men I came across in 
Parliament. He had been Agent-General at the time of the First 
World War -- no, it must have been the second, yes Hitler's war. 

• RJ I think he had two periods as Agent-General. I will 
just check for you. 

HEENAN Did he? However, that's beside the point, but he 
• knew the European situation very well, and he'd had dealings 

with a Dr Schacht. You wouldn't remember him; he was Hitler's 
financial genius - treasurer. You know, he was, I suppose, like 
Keating, but he was the brains. You see, Germany was in chaos 

* before Hitler took over. The Communists had got control, the 
morals of the. . . .they had these beer halls and dreadful goings-
on and, you know, the country was out of hand. And that was how 
Hitler came to power. The Jews were a wealthy section of the 

• community. They controlled a lot of the Press and so on, and 
altogether Germany had been defeated in the war, in the First 
War that is, and Hitler organised his followers and he had what 
he called storm troopers. They formed their own sort of army, 

Refers to Parliamentary Handbook. 
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and they trained them and they were strong and they dealt with 
the riots and the goings-on that there were. Anyhow, Hitler 
restored order out of this chaos, to give him credit, and then 
he stood for election and he was duly elected as President. He 
always made that boast -- that he came to power by 
constitutional means, and that was so. And then he started 
training the young and restoring pride to the German people and 
cleaning out these homosexuals and riff-raff that had taken over 
the country, and got industry going and he had this great man 
Schacht who restored the currency situation from the chaos it 
was in. See, their currency -- our currency is in trouble 
now -- but theirs collapsed altogether. You'd get a whole 
bundle of marks and they were worth relatively nothing. But 
they pulled Germany back into shape and they got industry going 
and they eventually got their army and airforce into powerful 
units. But this Dr Schacht was the genius that got their 
financial situation ironed out and restored credit to their 

• monetary system. I remember him well. He was one of Hitler's 
best Ministers, this Dr Schacht. 

But old Sir Hal Colbatch knew him and it was early in the war 
• and he used to speak -- you know, he'd met Schacht and what a 

great impression he got from him and what a genius of a man he 
was the way he'd restored the German economy. They got their 
economy organised and they got their monetary system organised 

• and it was this man Schacht who was mainly responsible for it. 

Well, old Sir Hal Colbatch used to talk about these people. Of 
course, the war was becoming imminent, but he used to analyse 

• the German situation and he was partly on their side, because 
they'd been down and out and they had achieved wonders in 
restoring order and getting houses built and getting men back to 
work and so on. I used to listen to him with great interest, 

• and he always had a book. Someone would be talking on some 
subject about -- oh, about the Budget, or about the bee 
industry, or something that didn't concern me much as a member 
from Kalgoorlie [laughs], although you have to take an interest 

• in these things and if it comes to a vote you have to know what 
you are voting about, but some of them would go on for a long, 
long time about the finances of the State and so on and what 
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should be done for Albany, and for Bunbury and up north. Well, 
you know, you were mainly concerned about your own part of the 
State and during periods like that old Mr Colbatch would always 
be reading, and he just wouldn't read a newspaper, he'd have 
some very scholarly sort of book. He made a great impression on 

S me and if he got up to speak, he was head and shoulders above 
most of the others. But, by this time, he was an old man. He 
made an impression on me. 

S This member, Seddon, whom I had stood against, had become 
President of the Council. He was from Kalgoorlie. He was a 
little man -- frail, suffered from asthma and, do you know what? 
I became quite friendly with him. Although I'd opposed him and 
he'd beaten me by this small margin, that didn't make any 
difference. We were from the goldfields and we were out to do 
our best for this area. He was as much on the side of the 
miners and prospectors as I was. And that was the atmosphere. 

5 But, I was always friendly with Harold Seddon, and up and down 
to Perth we frequently travelled in a compartment together, and 
he was another man who used to read a lot, and very interesting. 
His speciality was finance and the Budget and the State's 

• economy. He had a flair for that and was very, very good. We 
all looked up to him in that field. 

But one day -- the House wasn't sitting. I was in the House at 
my desk writing a letter or doing something and there would be a 
few others there, and Seddon came in with a young man and he 
brought him over. He was showing him around the Chamber and 
around Parliament House. He was out from England, and this was 

• his nephew. And, as I recall, he seemed to be a young man about 
17 or 18 years of age. He might have been younger, but he was a 
young man. And do you know who he was? His name was Harold 
Wilson. Anyhow, the years went by and he became Prime Minister 

• of England. That was Seddon's nephew! 

Oh, Dr Hislop was there. He always impressed me. Medical 
matters and hospital matters and such like; anything scientific, 

• he was very good. He impressed me very much. 
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Then, on the Labor side, there was a man named Drew. When I 
went in there first, Drew had been the Minister when Labor was 
in power. I think he had been in the Cabinet anyhow. He was a 
capable man. 

There was another from Fremantle named Kitson. He was leader of 
our party when I entered Parliament. He was leader of the Labor 
members in the Legislative Council. He was a very good debater. 
I was impressed by him. But they all had capacity in some 
fields, and that's why I used to think well, the members down in 
the Assembly rail against the Legislative Council and we are all 
old and we are all dunderheads, and the Legislative Council 
should be abolished but, my word, these men could hold their own 
with the individuals that comprised the Assembly. They did not 
suffer in capacity in my opinion. 

END OF TAPE TWO SIDE TWO 
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TAPE THREE SIDE ONE 

HEENAN What was I about to say? 

RJ You were saying they were very conscientious men. 

HEENAN Yes. There were just 30 members when I was there. I 
think the numbers may be increased now. There was Ruby 

S Hutchison; she was one of ours. She was quite a character. She 
was a battler for women's rights. The Goldfields members: we 
had quite a good team. There was a Bob Boylen, a chemist from 
Boulder. There was Jack Teahan who was a taxation expert. He 
was from Boulder; he had been mayor of Boulder. Charlie 
Williams, Bill Hall and George Bennetts, formerly pioneer 
conductor on the Trans Railway. 

RJ What were their backgrounds? You have spoken of the 
professions of the others. What did Hall and Williams do? 

HEENAN Charlie Williams had been a miner, an underground 
miner. 

RJ And Hall? 

• HEENAN Hall had been working on the trams in Kalgoorlie. I 
think his years had been spent wholly on the trams. He became 
chairman of the Kalgoorlie Road Board for years. Quite a 
capable chap. Just about all of them. . . .you couldn't write any 

• of them off. There was old Sir Frank Gibson who was from 
Fremantle but he had been on the Goldfields in the early days. 
He was a quiet, friendly person. He didn't like voting against 
anyone, you know. He was a pleasant chap. He was a Liberal. 

• Whenever we had divisions, of course he voted with his party. 
But he didn't take sides very much. A kindly old fellow. 

There was Norman Baxter and the Country Party members. Lloyd 
5 Loton; there was another man. He became President. He was a 

Country Party member who had been a farmer down at Popanyinning, 
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I think. He represented that area down around Narrogin, down 
that way somewhere. He was a very conscientious, able member 
when it came to farming matters. He was President of the 
Council for a period, then he retired. I see him. He comes out 
to see me occasionally, which I appreciate very much. (You have 
to be careful of mentioning names because you leave out some 
very worthy ones. I wouldn't like to do that.) 

The Legislative Council wasn't just an old men's home. They 
used to work hard, my word. Frank Wise was there. A very able 
man. He'd been Premier and he'd been this and that, but then 
finally after having been out of Parliament, he decided he'd 
like to come back and he got himself elected to the Legislative 
Council. He was a very good debater. 

Another one from the North West was Harry Strickland, also an 
able member. Another one I mustn't forget to mention was 
Keith.. . .what was his name? He was later knighted too. He was 

S an accountant. Goodness me, I should never forget him. He was 
one of the ablest men up there in my time. He was a Liberal 
but, you know, he was an accountant, and a very capable fellow. 

RJ Keith Watson? 

HEENAN Yes. I shouldn't forget Sir Charles Latham, a 
Country Party man who became leader of their Party. They made 
quite a good contribution too. They had a lot of good men, the 
Country Party. Lloyd Loton was one of them. 

Then there was another old member. He was knighted too. I was 
S a friend of his. Les.... 

RJ Was it Les Diver? 

S HEENAN Les Diver, yes. 

RJ He ended up a knight, and he was President for a 
time. 

0 
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HEENAN That's right, Les Diver. Yes. I'm glad I remembered 
him. He was a farmer; a capable member of the Country Party. 

I was mentioning old Sir Charles Latham. This is off the 
record.4 Up in Kalgoorlie it is very hot, of course, and we 
used to wear light clothes. I had a nice light felt hat, a 
creamy coloured felt hat. They were in common use. Anyhow, I 
came down from Kalgoorlie on this occasion and went up to 
Parliament House. I went into the cloakroom and took my hat off 
and hung it up. I then went into the Chamber. I went and had a 
cup of tea with some friends until the bells rang and then 
Parliament sat all day. Then we adjourned probably.. . .that may 
have been after tea or it might have been before tea. However, 
I go in to the cloakroom to get my hat and it's gone. Well, 
that sort of thing can happen. Anyhow, I don't know what I did 
about a hat the next day. I probably went up without one. No, 
my hat was not there. So I had to go and buy myself a new hat. 

Then a few days later, here am I, I had just arrived up at 
Parliament House and I was in the entrance hail there, and in 
comes old Sir Charles Latham wearing my hat. [Laughs.] Wearing 
my hat! He was blissfully unaware of it. He must have had one 
somewhat like it. But mine fitted him so well. Anyhow, I'd 
bought another one. He was upset about it and wanted to pay me 

• for it. Anyhow, I persuaded him to keep this hat. He wanted to 
pay me for it but I wouldn't hear of that. But that made a bond 
between us, this hat [laughs]. Here he was. He'd got my hat 
and been walking around town and going home and adorning himself 

• with this nice hat of mine. [laughs] 

RJ If I could just confirm that.... 

• HEENAN Oh yes, that's all right. 

Mr Heenan later agreed that his comments could remain on the 
record (RJ). 
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RJ ... we can leave that on record. Thank you very 
much. 

You referred to the fact that there were Country Party members, 
of course, and Liberal and Labor Party. How did you operate 
when it came to voting? Did you consider, as a party, the 
legislation coming before the House and decide how you were 
going to vote as a party or did you operate separately? 

HEENAN Certain Bills were party Bills. They affected our 
oath of allegiance to the party, and I suppose the Country Party 
the same, and the Liberal Party the same. I mean, we were out 
to liberalise the franchise of the Legislative Council. We used 
to argue that the vote shouldn't just be confined to people who 
owned property. That's why it was that there were so few 
Laborites, and seven or eight Laborites in a House of 30 wasn't 
a fair go. It wasn't representative of the State. The reason 
was that to have a vote for the Legislative Council, the average 
person didn't get one unless he owned his house or paid rent or 
whatever it was. 

Well, if a Bill came before the Parliament dealing with the 
franchise, well we would have to vote as a party for it. The 
Liberals, they didn't want the system altered. They were quite 
happy with the status quo. You couldn't blame them. And the 
Country Party the same. They would line up against us and we 
would be defeated. We couldn't get our Bills through. 

Then there might be a Bill to alter the Workers' Compensation 
Act, increasing the. .. .you know, if a man was killed at his 

S work, it used to be his widow and his dependants only used to 
get about six hundred pounds at one stage, I think, when I was 
there. I forget these figures. We were always aiming to 
improve the benefits under the Workers' Compensation Act for the 

• loss of a leg or a limb. That's what we were there for, to try 
and improve the lot of the people we represented, the miners and 
the working class. They were the main ones who had accidents 
underground in mines and on railways and so on. This would be 

• considered. We would consider this Bill in our caucus, or our 
caucus would probably have brought in the Bill. We were bound 
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to be there and to contribute to the debate and to vote for this 
Bill that was going to benefit the miners and the others, was 
going to increase the amount for the dependants of a miner 
killed from 600 to 1 000 pounds, or whatever it was. If you 
didn't line up and vote with your party and be there, well you'd 
quickly be brought before Caucus. 

The others - the Liberals - their argument would be that the 
cost of insurance was a big burden for industry to carry and it 
couldn't afford the added expense. They had to pay premiums to 
cover all the men working and these amounts. They'd quote 
figures to show that if it was passed it would increase the load 
on the employers and be a great handicap on them. And so the 
debate would go on. 

They were pretty fair and, as the years went by, we got the 
amounts increased. We used to boast that the Workers' 
Compensation Act of Western Australia was one of the best in 
Australia. It provided generous benefits to turned down miners 
and to people who'd lost an eye or who lost a leg, or who 
suffered silicosis. They were disabled and no longer able to 
work. 

When I went in there first, if a man lost an arm or a leg or 
something, he'd get a lump sump payment when he recovered. 
Especially on the Goldfields, they'd get this cheque, lump sum 

40 amount, from the State Insurance Office and then some would go 
off and gamble it or drink it [laughs] and within a few months 
they'd be broke. Well, that was a bad state of affairs. We had 
to alter that, look after the workers. 

These party Bills, well, they would be real party Bills. The 
Liberals and the Country parties usually used to hang together 
and they would frustrate some of the more ambitious moves that 

• the Labor Party wanted to make, and we would be opposed then. 
But then there were lots of other Bills that we had a free hand. 
We could vote as we pleased: conscience. You could vote as you 
thought fit. 
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Frequently we used to be a mixed lot. There'd be some Labor 

Party and Liberal and Country Party members on the one side. 

There'd be a mixture of Labor and Liberals on the other side. 

But that would be on Bills such as something dealing with 

farming or the timber industry. 

RJ Did that situation change over the length of time you 

were in the House? Did you find less and less that you had 

Bills where you could vote according to your conscience and more 

the party room dictate? 
S 

HEENAN No. You see, the way Parliament works is this: 

there's an election and it's the members in the Legislative 

Assembly who form the Government, just like Mr Burke and the 

Labor Party are in power now in the Assembly. Up in the Council 

there they haven't got a majority. But the Labor unions and 

their State executives, they have a State executive and they 

have a platform that they've built up over the years. They have 

a platform which is like their bible. You know, they've got a 

platform. You've read how in the Federal sphere the Labor Party 

platform is that we don't sell any more uranium to France. 

You've read that, haven't you? 

RJ Yes. 

HEENAN Well, Mr Hawke has overridden that part of Labor's 
platform. That is undoubtedly on their platform. That was 

carried by a properly constituted meeting of the. . . .what do they 
call it? The Federal Executive. You know, the top governing 

body of the Labor Party. But Hawke. . . .You see, we're so 

desperate, the financial situation is so bad in Australia that 

they want this $50 million that they can get from France and 

they've got undertakings that it will only be used for 

industrial purposes and won't go into war weapons and so on. 

In view of the desperate position that Hawke and his Government 

are in over the financial situation - the unemployment... .you 

know, the country's in a very bad way. They've got commitments 
• to pay pensions and social services and people on the dole. 

They owe money overseas and they have to pay interest on it. 
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That's why things are as bad as they are. We've just been over- 
spending. Too many strikes. You know our iron ore up north, 
the price has fallen. There's such a lot of iron ore in the 
world. Brazil and a lot of these other countries can produce it 
and sell it cheaper than we can. Our market is Japan but Japan 
only buys it because we're closer to them. But here we have all 
of these strikes and demands for more and more wages and so on 
that even the Japanese are getting fed up. These other 
countries can sell their iron ore cheaper than we can, and they 
can sell their wheat cheaper and their coal cheaper. Anyhow, 
this dire situation is such that Hawke has been able to, in a 
way, defy his party over the sale of uranium to France. 

But I was telling you.. . . I'm getting.... 

RJ I was asking you whether there was any change in the 
degree that you voted as a party and the ones that you had your 
own thoughts about? 

P, 
HEEN.AN No. I don't think so. You see, when the Government 
comes to power, when the election is on, it says to the people, 
"If we get power we're going to do this: we're going to abolish 
the fringe benefits tax; we're going to do away with this and 
that; we're going to" (as I say) "do away with this tax and that 
tax. We're going to do away with Medicare and we're going to do 
all of these things." Then when they get into Parliament the 

• members have to abide by the Party platform. They've got this 
programme or platform as they call it. "One of the first things 
we do is to abolish so-and-so. The fringe benefits tax" or 
whatever it is. "We're going to alter the whole taxation system 

• and we're going to abolish the dole or make people on the dole 
work for part of it." 

When they get into power, they bring Bills forward. Of course, 
• the two parties are then diametrically opposed, but if the 

Liberal Party has the numbers, then they can abolish this 
Medicare business or they can bring in a Bill abolishing the 
dole or making people work for part of the time. Or they can 

• increase old age pensions. They can do all of these things. 
That's the major business of Parliament and the sides are lined 
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up. There's the Government and here's the Opposition or the 
enemy over here and the session goes through. Most of the time 
is taken up on these real party issues. 

END OF TAPE THREE SIDE ONE 

qP 

r 
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TAPE THREE SIDE TWO 

HEENAN But they have got lots of other Bills that are not . party issues at all. Divorce or, you know, some of these 

problems associated with married life. You have a conscience 

vote on them. What are these operations they have? Abortion. 

They are non-party issues although the Government or the 

Opposition might bring them in. 

But you were asking me did I notice any change in this practice. 

I don't think so. The main business of Parliament, when the 

Government is elected, they have to tackle mainly their 

platform. They have to introduce Bills and try and get them 

passed to increase old age pensions, or to abolish, as I say, 

Medicare. (I'm not thinking very well, but there are lots of 

cases when we did not have to vote as a party.) 
S 

RJ So really, right from when you first went into the 

Council you feel it was a party House, that people voted 

according to their party's wishes? 
S 

HEENAN The idea of the Legislative Council was to be a non- 

party House. That was the ideal. When in the Constitution they 

formed the second House, it was really to be a non-party House. 

We would all get together and we were to review the Bills passed 

by the Assembly. We had to review them; we could throw them 

out. But it doesn't work out that way. You know, the party 

system of Government doesn't allow that. 
S 

The Assembly passes a Bill to shorten working hours at the 

behest of the Trades Hall or the platform of the party. They 

bring in a Bill to grant a shorter working week, whatever it is, 

or to increase workers' compensation, or to do a dozen and one 

things. When that gets to the Legislative Council, instead of 

all of us sitting as a jury and getting around and arguing and 

having a consensus and deciding: "Now what are we going to do 

with this?" If the majority want it thrown out, well that's 

that, or if the majority want to strike out clause 5 or alter 
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clause 10. But it doesn't work out that way. I, as a member of 
the Labor Party, I have to oppose it tooth and nail. I won't 
have a bar of it. It is going to take soemthing away from the 
workers and the Labor Members of Parliament can't have that. 

The establishment of this casino. They passed a Bill to 
establish the casino. I wouldn't have had a bar of that casino 
and I was astonished that the Labor Government were so 
enthusiastic -- Mr Burke and others were so enthusiastic about 
it. I think we've got enough gambling in the community; we've 
got sufficient gambling devices. 

RJ If that Bill had come to the House when you were 
still in the Council and your party had endorsed it and yet you 
were strongly against it, what would you have done? 

HEENAN Well, for a start, I don't think it would happen that 
way. You see, before it came to Parliament it would be dealt 
with in our caucus. We have caucus meetings and everyone has 
their say there. I got caught once; I'll tell you afterwards. 
If this Bill about the casino had come before Parliament at 
caucus, I would have done all I could to persuade a majority of 
the caucus to say, "Well, this isn't for us. It is not going to 
be good for the community." I don't believe in people gambling 
all night or gambling to excess. You can't tell me that's going 
to be good for families and young people and for workers. We 
have to safeguard them. 

Likewise with liquor. I think they've gone overboard. It is 
one of the greatest problems we have. We've got an army of 
police and here they are, they have to wait up until all hours 
of the night until the hotels close and then chase these people 
who drive cars on the road under the influence of drink and kill 
others and get themselves killed. I think that's a real problem 
that's facing Australia. But instead, what they are doing, 
they're increasing the hours for hotels; they are going to have 
flexi-time during the.... 

RJ America's Cup. 
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HEENAN . .. .America's Cup so that hotels remain open all 

night, or some of them. Then we have the problems of alcoholism 

and domestic upsets and children taking to drugs and drink. 

Here is this darned Government. They go all out about tobacco 

and spend money, make speeches about the dreadful consequences 

of cigarette smoking, which are bad enough of course. But the 

liquor business has got entirely out of hand, in my opinion, and 

this Labor Government seems to be in the bag of the liquor 

industry. [Relates episode about drinking in the hotel with a 

friend, not transcribed.] 

IN 
RJ To get back to your original point. You were talking 

about if the Bill regarding the casino had come before caucus in 

your time. If you had argued strongly say in the caucus room 

le against it but the decision was still that the majority wanted 

that Bill to go through the House. It then came to the 

Legislative Council; your conscience said "No" to that Bill but 

your party had said, "Yes". What would you then do? 

S 
HEENAN When I joined the Labor Party, I made an affirmation 
that I would be true to the platform of the party and the 
Government. We have our caucus meeting and here is this Bill 

that the Government is going to get a Bill to have a casino. 

All my arguments and those of friends who are supporting me, 
we're beaten. The Government wants it; they want more revenue. 

They are going to get revenue out of this casino and they need 

that to pay for hospitals, schools, and the police force. To 

run the country they have to get more revenue. Anyhow, the 
majority in caucus say "Yes, we support the Bill." So the 
Government have got the okay, the green light, from caucus and 
they introduce it in the Assembly. They've got the numbers down 
there and they pass it. Then it comes up to the Legislative 
Council. Here am I in a dilemma; and all of those who oppose 
it. We think it is the wrong thing, that it is going to be an 

evil influence in the community but we are bound by the decision 
our party has made. 

When I was younger and when I was in Parliament I would have 

voted with the Government much against my will. But here am I. 

I'm a sworn member of the Labor Party. When they selected me to 
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be their candidate, I undertook that I would adhere to the 
platform and policy of the party. But if I were in Parliament 
now - if I were a member of the Labor Party and I were in the 
Legislative Council now, I think I would tender my resignation 
from the Labor Party. You don't make a long speech about it. 
You just write a letter or you go to the Premier, to Burke, and 
say, "I'm resigning from the Labor Party and here's my 
resignation." I would write out something. "It's against my 
conscience to support this Bill. I think it's going to be the 
wrong thing. I think it's going to be bad for the country. 
Here am I. I don't want to... .I'm going to resign from the 
party and when it does come before the Legislative Council, I 
won't be a member of the Labor Party. I'll be just an 
independent and I'm relieved of breaking my oath and I'm going 

S to vote against this darned Bill; I won't have a bar of it." 

Likewise, if an abortion Bill came before us and if the Labor 
Party.. . .they won't do it, of course. They don't bind their 
members to vote for abortion. A lot of people want them to make 
it a platform of the party but they won't. I wouldn't vote for 
a Bill like that. I'm a Catholic and not only that, I don't 
want to have a bar of it. It would be against my conscience. 
If the party wanted me to. . . . If they were foolish enough to 
demand that all members of their party, I wouldn't be the only 
one; there would be a number of others, I'll bet. They've got 
more sense: common sense prevails. Most of the men in the Labor 

40 Party are decent, responsible chaps. Many of them, like me, are 
Catholics. Many of them mightn't have any religion; Church of 
England. But they have their own views on these things and they 
know they are not going to put a lot of their life-long 
supporters and sworn supporters in that invidious position and 
they give us a free conscience vote. When the Bill comes up in 
Parliament, well I join a number of others like myself and vote 
against it. 

S 
I have always been worried about this. Years ago... .1 
represented the North-East Province. As I have explained to 
you, there was Kalgoorlie and there was a railway line going all 

• the way up to Laverton. It passed through towns like Broad 
Arrow; and then you get on to Menzies and then on to Kookynie 
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and on to Leonora and Laverton. That's where it used to end -- 

that was the terminus, Laverton. 
S 

The Goldfields are... .see there's a mining boom now. Gold is at 

an all-time high. If you can produce an ounce of gold, you get 

about $500 for it, I think, or more. All of these towns are all 

blossoming again [laughs]. They nearly go out of existence. 

They're like Esperance. They almost go off the map. There is 

always the storekeeper and there's the hotel and the post office 

and a few like that remaining and always a few old pensioners 

about. They just remain on the map, more or less. But here 

mining revives and gold goes up in price. Gold always 

flourishes in bad times. When the economy is bad, all the 

countries of the world want gold. That is the state we are in 
S 

at the time being. 

I have been speaking to some of my friends from the Murchison. 

All of these old towns like Cue and Big Bell and Wiluna and 

Leonora and Gwalia, all these mines were closed down but now 

they're re-opening and they've got more up-to-date methods of 

mining now. They've got these... .What are these? What's this 

instrument you just put on the ground? 

RJ You mean a metal detector. 

HEENAN Yes. Anyhow, a lot of old dumps are being re-treated. 
40 They've got more modern methods, and they can extract this. 

They just put these old dumps through a lot of water and 

chemicals and so on. There are still some remnants of gold left 

46 
and they extract it. They are raising a lot of money that way. 

But, what was I on? 

RJ You were talking about an episode that has always 
worried you. 

HEENAN Oh yes. Well, these towns that I have mentioned -- 
Broad Arrow, just about off the map. All that is left there is 

the pub and a few trucks and others passing by and a few old-

timer pensioners living about. The same happened at Menzies, 

more or less. The mines close down; there's no work; people 

have to move on, except people who can't get away. 
- 
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Laverton just about went off the map. The mine closed there and 
yet to run the railway from Leonora... .from Leonora that was 
about halfway up. From Leonora to Laverton is 80 or 100 miles, 
I think. Anyhow, that's a round figure. Intense heat during 
the summer and then every now and again, if it rains up there 
there's a flood. They get these violent storms [laughs] and the 

S railway lines are washed away and in the intense heat they 
buckle. There's a great amount of money to be paid out keeping 
them in order. They have to have gangs keeping them in safe 
condition, gangs of labourers. 

S 

Some years ago, here am I, one of the members for Laverton and 
there is an hotel up there; there are a couple of stores. There 
is a baker and a police station and a courthouse but no mining, 

S no prospects in sight whatsoever. Here the Government are 
running this railway all the way. At Leonora there was some 
justification. The Gwalia mine was still working there. About 
150 men were working there and there was quite a population 
around Leonora and Gwalia. The railway was justified but for 
this remaining 80 miles up to Laverton where the Lansfield Mine 
had closed, the train was running up empty. They were foolish 
in not using the railway line. Instead of using it the 

S pastoralists used to cart their wool down by trucks. There were 
hardly any passengers; they all went by car. 

Then the Government proposed to close this line. It was a Labor 
S Government. Mr Hawke was the Premier at the time and they 

carried the Bill to close down the railway line from Leonora to 
Laverton. 

S You can imagine how the remaining people up at Laverton felt. 
You felt awfully sorry for them. Through my association with 
the prospectors... .1 have seen the Goldfields nearly go off the 
map. A few years go by and then there is a boom again. 

S Kalgoorlie becomes almost a ghost of its former self. They are 
pulling down houses and leaving the place and a few years go by 
and "Gold!" It is like the country itself. The country is dry 
and arid, auriferous. There are small trees; unattractive 

5 looking. Then they get these bountiful rains and inside almost 
days, you see little streams running and little tadpoles and 
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things in them and wildflowers and saitbush and others coming to 

life, and trees getting a lovely glow in them, mulga trees. The 

country looks lovely and green and beautiful. There are 

kangaroos about and emus and they are as fat as can be. But 

then there is a drought for the next couple of years [laughs]. 

' 
That's what the Goldfields are like. At this time they are 

enjoying unprecedented prosperity. 

But to get back to Laverton. There were a few prospectors, of 

' 
course, up at Laverton. I knew them all. Of course, they came 

to me about this closure of the railway. It was going to be the 

end of the town, the end of Laverton. On the other hand, the 

facts were very, very strong that it was an extravagance; the 

railway was unwarranted. It didn't have any freight to carry. 

It was costing so-and-so and money was being wasted and the 

Government was going to improve the main road by bitumenising 
it. 

S 

END OF TAPE THREE SIDE TWO 

S 
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TAPE FOUR SIDE ONE 

HEENAN In my speeches in Parliament, always when I was 

sticking up for the Goldfields you have to fight and contribute, 

give your advice and help anything that will support the town, 

that will employ men, and reward people for living out in these 

places and putting up with hardships and expanding the State. I 

always used to be convinced that to close the railway line it was 

an awful psychological blow to the people up in that area and 

that it was a rich auriferous area. There were plenty of facts 

and figures to prove it. The mines had closed simply because 

the price of gold had dropped down. That price didn't attract 

people to go prospecting or to put money into opening new mines. 

I always used to believe that history will repeat itself. The 

price of gold will rise again and this big State needs people 

out in places like Laverton. Nothing like mining employs men; 

gives so much employment and if you have got a hundred miners it 

means you have got a little town with a population of about 400. 

We used to say that every miner supported four other people. 

So I was on the side of the people at Laverton and I did my 

damnedest in caucus to persuade the Government that..., fancy a 

Labor Government closing this down. These poor beggars up there 

who have got shops and who have been there for years, what it's 

going to do to them. They would answer, "Nonsense, what's the 

good of the railway? No one is using it!" [Laughs.] 

Anyhow it's passed by caucus that the Government is introducing 
• this Bill and it's a Government Bill and we have to support it 

and here it comes before the Legislative Council. I always 
believed in party loyalty and I have joined this party and I 

believed that you can't have it all your own way. Some things 

you like and some things you don't and if caucus insists on 
them, there you are, you are committed. Yet on the other hand I 
have an obligation to these poor beggars up at Laverton and 

Leonora. Anyhow, I voted for the darn Bill. I didn't speak. I 
• just put my head down, and there were two other Labor members 

with me. There were three of us members for the north-east 
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province and there were some of these fellows down from 
Laverton. They came up to hear this debate and to see what 
happened and what they must have thought of their three members 
when we crossed the floor and voted for the closure of this 
line, you can imagine. Of course the line was pulled up and 
Laverton almost went off the map. 

They still remain. It's surprising how the pub remains and the 
policeman. It's a big area and there's usually a policeman 
because he not only has to look after Laverton but he has to 
look after the country 100 miles around Laverton. But, I have 
always worried about that. Of course I became very unpopular 
with people up there who had worked for me and put me into 
Parliament and the others did too. 

RJ Were you ever able to break that down and explain 
what had happened? 

HEENAN Oh yes, we did, but of course they wouldn't listen to 
that. We got them a good bitumen.... We plugged away and got 
the bitumen section of the road extended up to Laverton and they 
were better off than they were before. 

RJ You referred earlier to an episode where you once got 
caught in caucus. Is this the one you are meaning or was that 
another one? 

a 
HEENAN This is the one. 

RJ This is the one, right. 

0 
HEENAN I've always regretted that and I think there again, I 
think if I were placed in a similar position in caucus, I would 
have got up and said, "Now, look here, I am going to vote 

• against this Bill. I know what the consequences of that are and 
I am handing in my resignation as a member of the party." 

RJ Would you then have stood at the next election as an 

49 independent? 
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HEENAN Yes. 

RJ You would have. 

HEENAN I would have. 

RJ Yes. 

HEENAN I wouldn't have resigned from Parliament. I would 
have resigned from the party. 

40 
RJ Yes, but what I'm thinking of is when the next 
election came due, would you stand again then as an independent? 

HEENAN I have often thought about that, what I would have 
done or what I should have done. I think what I would have done 
and what my wisest course would have been and it would have 
cleared my conscience more, because it would look -- see, I've 
resigned as a member of the Labor Party. I was elected as a 
member of the Labor Party and here am I staying on in Parliament 
just to draw salary. I think if the situation were to happen to 
me tomorrow: I'm young again and I've got the experience that 
I've got now, I think I would have resigned from the party and 
also resigned from Parliament and that would have left a vacancy 
and I would have stood again as an independent Labor candidate. 
I have thought this over. I would have hung on to the Labor tag 

• because we have had independent Laborites before. I would have 
stood as an independent Laborite and I would have won the seat, 
I am sure, and then I would have gone back to Parliament with 
the backing of my constituency, and I would have continued to 

• support the Labor policy in most cases, I imagine. I always 
regretted that and I thought I lacked courage and I didn't think 
a party should have put some of us in such a position. They 
should have given us a conscience vote. It wouldn't have made 

• any difference to the result. The Government had a majority. 

RJ Did you suggest it at the time? Did you ask for the 
right to have a conscience vote? 
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HEENAN I forget. It would have been mooted, yes. We may 
not have had a majority without our votes. You see, in the 
Legislative Council there were three of us and without our three 
votes I think that might have been the position. If we had 
voted against it, it might have been thrown out. Well there 
would have been all hell to play then and the Trades Hall would 
have taken action against us. 

RJ You spoke of Drew being the leader in the Legislative 
Council for the Labor Party. Was there any accepted leader of 
the Liberal Party when you first went into Parliament? 

HEENAN Yes. 

RJ In the upper House? 

HEENAN Yes. [Pause.] I forget who it was. [Pause.] 

RJ Perhaps you might think of that later. I also 
wondered what it was like being a member of the Legislative 
Council and having such a small number of members and having to 
defend Government legislation. Just how frustrating was that 

S for you? 

HEENAN It was frustrating but there were a lot of Bills that 
were not party Bills and there were motions and there were 

• select committees. I served on about four select committees. 
There was always the Address-in-Reply which went on for weeks 
and we all used to speak on the Address-in-Reply. You see the 
Parliament was opened and the Governor would open Parliament and 

• he would read his speech which had been prepared by the 
Government. It would outline what they were going to do during 
the present session of Parliament. The Governor would read this 
all out the way the Queen does. "My Government is going to do 

O so and so." Or, "My Government hopes to do this and that." 
That's what the Governor does here. He reads out and that's the 
speech that's been prepared by the Premier and his Ministers. 
What they are going to do for education. How they are going to 

• hope to build more schools or help more nursing homes and to 
upgrade Royal Perth Hospital or build new hospitals and new 
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schools. And then their road programme and then their mining 

programme. They are going to build a new railway to a new mine 

field that's been discovered 20 miles from so and so. What they 

are going to do for the man on the land. That's all contained 

in the Governor's Speech. Then after he's finished, he bows and 

goes out and then there are a couple of formalities and then we 

usually adjourn and all go out and have afternoon tea. You have 

your wife up for the opening of Parliament and we entertain the 

ladies and have afternoon tea and that's that. 

Then next week Parliament gets down to business. But the 

Legislative Council hasn't any Bills before it for some weeks 

because we have to wait until they come up from the Assembly so 

they have what they call the Address-in-Reply debate. Someone, 

it is usually the new member, gets up and moves a motion. "I 

move that this House thanks His Excellency the Governor for the 

speech which he has been pleased to deliver to Parliament 
today." 

S 

Then I being a new member get up and I make my carefully 

prepared speech and I'm a goldfields' member and, of course, my 

main concern is the goidmining industry and all employed in it. 

Then I quote statistics to show how much gold has been produced 

in Western Australia since 1900 or whenever Paddy Hannan 

started, and what an enormous contribution the goldiuining 

industry has made to Western Australia. How the population has 

now fallen and the mining industry is going through a very 

difficult time. Due to the war a lot of men had to leave and 

then since then the price has fallen and mines have closed and 

things are very bad. It's all right to be critical but what can 
• be done about it? Well, you have to encourage the prospecting 

industry. 

We had a scheme, a prospectors' assistance scheme, which was 
* brought in and which was quite a good one. There were plenty of 

old prospectors and they knew the goldfields, every mile of it 

almost, and they knew where to go, where the best -- like 
fishermen -- they knew where to go to look for gold. We mustn't 

5 let them die out. We must assist them and encourage them to go 

prospecting in the hope of finding new mines and so on and so 
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on. You make your speech and that's probably published in The 

Kalgoorlie Miner later on and you have to let the constituents 

know that you are sticking up for the goldfields and you are 

making some worthwhile suggestions for what should be done. 

The whole 30 members follow on. They support the motion and if 

they're from the farming area, they talk about the problems of 

the man on the land, and so on and so on. Then you get some 

very interesting speeches too. Members from the North, right up 

north, places where you had never been, you could learn a lot 

about them. That used to take up a lot of time. We weren't 

always debating over Bills at which we were at cross purposes. 

They would come in of course, but there were plenty of others. 
Bills dealing with - oh what can I think? The Licensing Act, 

• the Traffic Act, the Local Courts Act, or something dealing with 

the timber industry. I can remember hearing very good speeches 

about the bees, what do you call those, the honey -- 

RJ The apiarists. 

HEENAN -- yes, industry. Surprisingly how some of the 

members would know all about it. 

RJ You sound as if you enjoyed your role in Parliament 

even though you might have had the frustration of being in a 
minority. 

HEENAN Oh yes. Oh yes it was interesting. I never regret 
it. 

• RJ Would you have liked to have been a Minister at any 
time? 

HEENAN Yes, I would have. There wasn't much scope for 

• Ministers in the Legislative Council though. There was just one 

Minister from the Legislative Council. Later it became two 
Ministers. Now I think it's probably more than two. There 
wasn't much feel for promotion. There wasn't much prospect of 

• promotion in the Legislative Council. I mentioned Sir Hal 

Colbatch; he never held a position or Frank Gibson or Dr Hislop 
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or Keith Watson, or most of the others. Eventually, I finally 
realised, although I was a lawyer, there was not much prospect. 

S 
Then eventually we shifted. We came down to Perth. Our partner 
took over the business in Kalgoorlie. The up and down got too 
much and boundaries were altered and I was shot right up to 
Carnarvon and Exmouth. That put an end to me. Travel around 
the eastern goldfields and also go up to Shark Bay, Exmouth and 
Carnarvon. I had the opportunity when the boundaries were 
altered, the electorates were altered, I think one or two may 
have been done away with and I had the opportunity of remaining 
in what was termed -- the north-east was taken away and it was 
called the Lower North. Kalgoorlie was taken out of it and it 
started at Broad Arrow, I think, about 20 miles out of 
Kalgoorlie and right up north, and right along the Murchison, 
Wiluna, Meekatharra, Mt Magnet and Cue. I didn't mind them. I 
had been used to them. But then we had this business of 
Carnarvon and these other places. 

There was a vacancy here in this province that takes in Maylands 
and Bayswater and that area and I could have stood for that as 
the Labor candidate, but the party was concerned about this 

S Lower North and they thought I could hold it. I know I was 
speaking to Jack Tonkin and he seemed to think I could hold it. 
It would be very hard for a new man. So I stood for that. That 
was 1968. I was 68 years of age and I was considering retiring 

• because we had shifted down to Perth and I decided to have a go. 
I stood for this but mining was in very bad shape then. The 
Sons of Gwalia mine had closed down, Wiluna had closed down, Mt 
Magnet was struggling. The Big Bell mine at Cue had closed 

• down. There were hardly any miners left. I only went up to 
Carnarvon and these other places about half a dozen times 
because it was late in the period that these alterations were 
made. But I never felt at home there. I didn't know the people 

S and a lot of the enthusiasm had gone. I stood but I didn't have 
it very well organised. A campaign in this vast area. Do you 

F-1 
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know, Mt Magnet was one of my good centres and the Hill 50 mine 
was still working but I was amazed when the results came out and 

" instead of getting a good majority there, I didn't do much 
better than break even. 

e 
END OF TAPE FOUR SIDE ONE 
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S 

HEENAN But I heard afterwards that my campaign at Mt Magnet 
was a very, very poor one. I had been there but the ones who 

S were going to work on election day didn't do much about it and 
that happened in other places. 

RJ How did you feel about defeat? 
S 

HEENAN I was relieved. I didn't care. I wasn't mad about 
winning again because I was 68. I didn't feel at home in this 
new area. For a start I thought I was enthusiastic. I 

• travelled right up. I went for long journeys up around Laverton 
and it's a long racket to go to these places and down through 
the Murchison and then up to Exmouth and Shark Bay. I didn't 
know anyone and no one knew me. They did know that I was from 
Kalgoorlie and being from Kalgoorlie made me a complete outsider 
way up there. No, I was relieved and at this time we had 
established our legal office down here in Perth and it was a 
success. Our son was at the university by this time and I was 

• glad to get back into the legal profession. I was old, but I 
was glad to go back to the office. 

RJ When did you move down to Perth? 

HEENAN I think it was 1965. 

RJ That was when the province was changed. 

HEENAN I think we bought this house in about 1965. 

RJ Right. Prior to that when you had come to Perth for 
• the sittings of the House, where had you stayed, back in the 

early days and right through? 

HEENAN In the early days, where did I stay in Perth? 

S 
RJ Yes. 
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HEENAN My wife's mother and father were living here in Mt 

Lawley, not very far from here. I always had a bed there and a 

welcome there. I think that's where I stayed chiefly. 

Occasionally, if it was just for a hurried trip, I would stay at 

the Imperial Hotel which had recently been built. 

RJ And in later years in Parliament, where did you stay? 

HEENAN From 1965 onwards I used to stay at our home. 

is RJ Right. But just prior to that? 

HEENAN I used to stay with my wife's people. 

RJ Right through to '65. 

HEENAN Yes. 

RJ Right. Do you remember when you first became a 

member of Parliament what you were paid? 

HEENAN Was it 600 pounds a year? 

RJ I have heard that figure so you are probably right. 

Yes. 

HEENAN I'm not sure. I used to remember these things. I've 

got files here but unfortunately I can't -- they're in boxes out 

here, and anyhow I can't read them and I have difficulty in 

getting anyone to help me to find them. 

RJ These are files you had as a member? 

HEENAN Yes. I have got files. When I was in Kalgoorlie I 
0 was president of the Fresh Air League. We built a nice home at 

Esperance. I've always retained an association with Esperance 

and next Friday we are having our annual reunion. We started at 

about 14 years ago and I was president up to about three years 
S ago. 
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RJ When you first went to Parliament, what sort of 
facilities were available in the House for you as a member? 

HEENAN I'm just trying to think about it. They have been 
greatly increased since and towards the end, but when I went 
there first there was the Hansard staff of course, but then 
there were, I think that for the Legislative Council members 
there were either two or three girls to do our letters. I think 
probably two. They were there and you went to them and they 
would type your letters. 

RJ Was there a room for you as a member? 

HEENAN No. 

RJ Nothing at all? 

HEENAN Wait on, there must have been rooms where we could go 
and write. 

RJ There was a writing room off the newspaper room I 
understand. It was part of the newspaper room. 

S 
HEENAN Yes, that's right. And there were tables - there 
were writing places at the back of the Chamber, the Legislative 
Council where you could write. You could leave your seat and go 

• around and sit at one of these tables and write a letter. There 
were sufficient facilities for writing letters. 

Later, of course, we were allotted rooms and telephones. I was 
• in a room with two others. We had a telephone. We had three 

tables there and all the members had rooms. Some had a room to 
themselves. Most of my clerical work I used to get done at my 
office and I used to dictate my letters there largely. I always 

• had a quantity of letterheads and parliamentary paper, 
envelopes, so I never used the facilities at Parliament House 
very much at all, except to ring up. 

• RJ I wondered if, when you first went into Parliament, 
whether the members of the Legislative Council were people who 
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held other jobs as well, or was anyone a full time politician? 

The names you've spoken of, you are referring to other work 

usually. Was that the usual case? 

HEENAN There were a number of elderly members who held 

property interests and the like. One of these was a man named 

S Lesley Craig of whom I thought a lot. Lesley Craig. He was 

very fair; always made a good contribution in debates. He 

belonged to an old West Australian family. His brother married 

General Birdwood's daughter. Birdwood who was in charge of the 

S Australians at ANZAC. 

RJ But were you aware of any member whose full time 

salary came from the Parliament; who had no other income, no 

S other work? 

HEENAN Some of the Labor members didn't have anything else. 

A number of others were farmers who belonged to the Country 

S Party. I mentioned Keith Watson; he was an accountant. He had 

his own business. Dr Hislop was well known. He continued his 

medical career. This man Les Craig, he lost a leg, I think, at 

Gallipoli, but he was on various Boards. He was very highly 

regarded in business circles. I think he was a director of the 

AMP and of some of the insurance companies. There was George 

Miles. A man named Holmes. They had properties up north. I'll 

tell you, some of them had stations up north. There was one of 

• the Forrests. Mervyn Forrest had a well known station up north. 

Could I interrupt by telling you a story about Mervyn Forrest? 

I became friendly with him and now and again if you wanted to go 

• out and have a drink or you wanted to go out for any purpose at 
all or wanted to have a yarn with someone, you just put up your 
hand like that and they would understand and nod their head and 
you would go out and meet and perhaps go into the bar and have a 

• drink. Anyhow, I became friendly with this Mervyn Forrest. He 
was one of the Forrest clan, Sir John Forrest clan. This day he 
put up his hand to me like that and he wanted to see me outside. 
He said, "I'd like to buy you a drink". So around we went to 

• the bar, and we went into the bar. There was no one else there 
and he said, "Eric, what do you think of this?" He pulled out a 
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cheque for a very large sum. This is when the war was on, in 

the early part of the war and when wool brought a big price. 

You wouldn't remember that Ronda. 

RJ No. 

0 HEENAN Anyhow Mery Forrest put his hand in his pocket and 

drew out a cheque and said, "I just got this today from the sale 

of our last wool. Eighty thousand pounds." Eighty thousand 

pounds. 

0 
RJ That's marvellous isn't it? 

HEENAN Yes. 

0 
RJ You have said when you first went into the House at 

least, members got along very well together and they mixed in 

the bar etcetera without worrying about party divisions or 
S whatever. Did that continue right through your parliamentary 

career, or did it change? 

HEENAN No, it continued pretty well until the end of my 

S career. 

RJ You said, "Pretty well". 

5 HEENAN I can't remember anyone that I was not on good terms 

with. 

RJ That's you. 

S 
HEENAN I think that would apply to most of us. We had to 

stand up and be counted at times and you didn't sort of lose 

your identity. You can't be the one person to everyone. But we 

• used to have a cup of afternoon tea. We used to go out onto a 

corridor and the waiter would come along with the cup of tea and 

sometimes you would drink it standing up, sometimes sitting 

down. If there was a chair and there were a couple, whoever 

• they were, you would just go and sit down and join in the 

conversation. We weren't at different ends of the table sort of 
thing. 
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RJ What about between the Houses, was there much mixing 
of members between the two Houses? 

S 
HEENAN No, not a great deal because they had their rooms and 
their offices and the House where Parliament sat, that was right 
down that end. It was quite a walk to go down there and they 

S tended, after lunch, they would go back to their room or go into 
the House and sit down at their seat. You could write there. 
You've got your papers there. Or read a book. They were very 
comfortable chairs. It was very comfortable to go in and sit 

S there and the members of the Legislative Council tended to 
congregate up our way. There was usually someone in the House. 
If you went in there would always be a few there sitting down 
reading or yarning, preparing notes for their speech. Latterly 

S of course they had rooms. They would go to their rooms, ring up 
their wives or whoever it was. 

RJ How well served was the Parliament by the staff at 
S Parliament House? 

HEENAN Very well served. During my term I would pay a 
tribute to the.. . .now what was his title -- 

RJ Clerk of the House? Clerk of the Legislative 
Council? 

S HEENAN -- no, he was in charge of the House. What was his 
title? He and his wife lived on the premises. 

RJ The House Controller. 

HEENAN The House Controller. He and all the staff in the 
dining room, in the bar were under his control. They had a 
house committee and it was comprised of about three members from 
the Legislative Assembly and three from the Council. I was on 
it for some years and Mr Herb Burton, the House Controller, was 
the secretary. The President of the Legislative Council, I 
think, was president of it and Burton was the secretary. He had 
to pass the accounts for the bar and the dining room, engage 
staff and control them. I don't think he was in charge of the 
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staff in the Chamber, the Clerks in the Chamber. I think they 

were under the control of the President and at the other end 

they would be under the control of the.... 

RJ Speaker. 

HEENAN Speaker. The Clerks were very good, particularly in 

my time, John Roberts. 

RJ Why did you find John Roberts good, in what way? 

HEENAN He was there as almost a boy when I went into the 

House. He was one of the. . . .1 don't know what he was. 

RJ A messenger. 

HEENAN Probably. Anyhow he grew up and got on. Then he 

went away to the war and distinguished himself. I think he came 

back with some high rank. Was he a colonel? 

RJ A Major at the end of the war. 

HEENAN Yes. 

RJ He went on to become a Brigadier. 

HEENAN That's right. He went on. He was a very capable, 

helpful man and then the one who succeeded him was also good. I 

have forgotten his name. 

RJ You mean preceeded him, Alex Sparks? 

HEENAN Who? 

S RJ Alex Sparks was before him. 

HEENAN Oh yes, Sparks. He was there before Roberts. Oh 

yes, he was good too. I had forgotten him. 

S 
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RJ Roberts didn't retire until 1978, so he would have 

been Clerk right through to your retirement. 

HEENAN Who was that? 

RJ John Roberts. 

HEENAN He was on until 1978 was it? 

RJ Yes. 

HEENAN Another 10 years. 

RJ And then there was Lancelot Leake. What was he like? 

HEENAN I think he might have been the Clerk when I went 

there.5 He was a nice chap. Bill Leake they called him. He 

was a member of a well known family, an old West Australian 

family. The staff were invariably good and helpful. I didn't 

have much to do with the staff, of course, at the other end, at 

the Assembly end, but up our end they were very helpful indeed. 

RJ Can you remember the length of sittings when you 

first went into the House? How long before the House rose on 

the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday? 

HEENAN What time did the House sit of an afternoon? It used 

to be in the afternoon we sat I think. 

RJ About 4.30 p.m., was it not? 

HEENAN That's right. You know a bit about it. It was 4.30 

p.m. We didn't sit very late during the major part of the 

session; towards the end, of course, you would. Some very late 

sittings, not many that I remember but you would see members 

almost asleep in the Chamber, waiting for a Bill to come up from 

the Assembly. 

L.L. Leake was Clerk of the Legislative Council from 1936 until 
1951 (RJ) 
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RJ What sort of hour was considered late? What was a 
long sitting in those days? 

HEENAN Just before Christmas, I can remember being there and 
we got the paper - we got The West Australian in the morning, 
the early hours of the morning. But that was pretty rare. The 

S House was committed to go into recess the following day or 
something like that. 

RJ How did you take to those sort of hours? 

HEENAN You were always going out having cups of coffee; 
There would be someone speaking, going on at some length and you 
would go out and have a cup of coffee in the dining room and 

S have a yarn to some of your friends or perhaps the House would 
adjourn for a while. Sitting up all night is never very 
pleasant. Not that I have done much of it. I don't think it 
was remarkable much. 

END OF TAPE FOUR SIDE TWO 
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4 

RAJ To what extent did members, if at all, turn to you for 

your legal knowledge? 

HEENAN Oh, very little. Sometimes a friend would ask you 

some, you know, question that was easily answered but there were 

more experienced lawyers than I in Parliament down the other 
S end. You know, there was plenty of legal advice if you wanted 

it. 

I'll tell you something off the record. There was one member 
S there and he was always in financial difficulties. I think he 

had sons on a farm and they were a bit of a draw on him and he 

Anyhow, there was a Bill to amend the Local Courts Act, I 
think it was, to prevent debt collectors from sending out 

S threatening notices to debtors and these notices were printed on 

blue paper very much like a summons. The idea was to resemble a 
summons, I think, and it had a notice of action to be taken, 

something like that and then it would be in some legal parlance, 

5 you know, what would happen if the debt wasn't paid within a 

certain time and it would be dated and signed by one of these 

scribbled signatures that some people indulge in. But it was on 

that blue paper and very much the same size, the same colour and 

• the same similar sort of wording, I think, to a local court 
summons, the legitimate summons. 

Anyhow, the idea of this Bill was to prohibit this sort of thing 

4 because it terrified people and it was only a device intended to 

frighten them. Poor ignorant people would think when they got 

this notice they had to down tools and get into a panic. So the 

Minister had a few of these notices and a few local court 

• summonses and he had them pinned together, I think, one of each, 

and the Clerk circulated them around the members to, you know, 

just have a look and see what he was talking about and what sort 

of trick it was. We were seated about one, two, three, four in 

• a.... there'd be a row of seats for four, I think it was here, 

and then in the next row, four, and so around the Chamber, and 
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the Clerk handed these notices to the member on my left and he'd 

have a look and pass them on to me and I'd pass them on to the 
46 next one, and so on. 

Anyhow, on the other side of the Chamber, there was this member. 

He wasn't a bad fellow, somewhat naive, but as I say, I think 

his financial affairs were sometimes a bit of a problem. 

Anyhow, the person next to him got these summonses and passed 

them on to him and he said, "Ah, it's alright. I've seen lots 

of these." [Laughs.] Didn't have to show them to him; he'd 

seen lots of them [laughter]. That was a joke. You know he 

didn't mean it as a joke but he was an old hand; he'd seen 

plenty of them [laughter]. 

RJ You spoke of being a member of the Joint House 
Committee. How did you feel that committee functioned?. Was 
there a good basis of agreement between.... 

S HEENAN Yes, yes, very. Burton was a very efficient man.6  

His accounts were always in order; his reports were always well 
prepared. The dining room was run extremely well. He was a 
quiet man - no rushing or shouting or hard-fisted approach. His 
wife was a delightful woman. She was in charge of the House. 

It was particularly obvious on occasions like the opening of 

Parliament, or when the Prime Minister came, or when we had our 
annual dinner or functions like those, the decorations - the 

• lovely flowers. They had a lovely garden up there, of course, 
but Mrs Burton was expert. Everyone used to comment on the way 

she used to arrange the tables and then when prominent guests 
were about, she and Mr Burton were always there to meet 
prominent people and to escort them and make necessary 
introductions. They were an excellent couple. He was very 
strict with the staff and had very high standards. Meals had to 
be correctly served; they had to be hot. The waiters had to be 

• properly attired. They were very particular about washing their 

hands, and yet he did it all quietly. 

6 
H.W. Burton, then House Controller. 
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I know because when I was on the House Committee one of the 

stewards was sacked on the spot because he emerged from the 

washroom, or whatever it was, without washing his hands, and 

Burton happened to spot this and, of course, that was something 

he wouldn't tolerate and he just suspended him. I think he 

called a meeting of the House Committee to report this incident 

and got our approval to sack him; that was it. We all agreed. 

RJ What was the dining room like when you first went to 

Parliament? 

HEENAN It was always good in my time. 

RJ And the food? 

40 

HEENAN Always good. Much better than most of us got at home. 

[Laughter.] Although, there were always the exceptions. There 

was one chap got elected up north and I think he had been on a 
40 station, working at some outcamp, living a pretty rough sort of 

life. At about 11 o'clock, they used to serve morning tea and 

lovely hot scones with jam and cream, that sort of thing. This 

member from up north had never, I'm sure, had anything like it. 

He really enjoyed these scones [laughs] and cream and in no time 

put on a lot of weight. He was a very hearty eater at the table. 

I think he might have been critical of the food on occasions and 

used to wave to one of the waiters and call him: "Steward, now 

• this isn't what I ordered - I ordered steak", or "I ordered 

something else." [Laughs.] 

RJ Were there any rules about dress or behaviour in the 

• Parliament or in the dining room? 

HEENAN Yes, you always had to wear a coat, oh yes. 

• RJ What about a tie? 

HEENAN Yes, oh yes. You wouldn't go into the Chamber or the 

dining room, or be seen in the corridors without a decent suit 

• and a tie. 
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RJ Did that change in your time at all? 

HEENAN No, not up in the Council. I believe it has since. I 
believe they've got a bit sloppy since. There are always some 
who insist on wanting to take coats off or that sort of thing, 
but we never. No, you never took your coat off in the Chamber 

S when I was there. It was no effort. It was just the custom to 
adhere to decent standards. I understand those standards have 
changed or deteriorated somewhat. 

S RJ Were you a member of any of the other parliamentary 
committees ever? 

HEENAN Any of the other parliamentary? 
S 

RJ Committees. 

HEENAN Oh yes, I think I was on the - oh, what were the names 
S of these committees? Standing Orders Committee, I think I was 

on. They rarely used to meet. I think I might have been on the 
Library Committee. I'd be careful about mentioning that, 
because I'm not sure. There was the Standing Orders Committee 

• too. Did I mention that? 

RJ Yes, yes. You said you rarely met. 

• HEENAN There was the House Committee. The one I remember 
mainly was the House Committee; that was an active one. But we 
were all allotted to various committees and if anything was to 
be done, well the committee Chairman, or the convener, I think 

• they called him, would convene a meeting and that was that, but 
they didn't meet very often. But they were there when called 
upon. 

5 RJ To what extent did you use the parliamentary library? 

HEENAN Not a great deal. They had the newspaper room and 
they kept it pretty well up to date. Always used to go in there 

• and read the Kalgoorlie Miner, so you'd be down in Perth for the 
week and you'd be interested to hear what the news was in the 
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Kalgoorlie Miner, which was a daily and was a good one. No, I 

used to go up to the library and browse around but I was never a 

very avid user of the library. You know, I had my office and 

all the books I wanted there. I used to enjoy reading Hansards 

of the early days. They were readily at hand and I found them 

very interesting - speeches of Sir John Forrest and all of that 

era. Have you ever read them Ronda? 

RJ No, no. 

S HEENAN Oh, they are very, very.... You'd find them very 

interesting. You know the Bill when they were building the 

water scheme to Kalgoorlie, and the problems. Then the debates 

over the goldfields and the Esperance railway and figures.... 
S you know, some individuals that you heard of. He was a great 

man as we all know. Well you could look up his speeches and 

read them. If you wanted to read some of my speeches they're 

all up there. I wouldn't recommend you to do it [laughter] but 

you can always check up on everyone. 

RJ Yes [laughs]. How did you go about writing a speech? 

Did you write one out before you spoke? Did you do it for 
S yourself or did you get any help? 

HEENAN Well, you would prepare your case, much as a lawyer 

would. You'd get your statistics and you'd quote from various 

• parliamentary publications. We had lots of information there in 

the annual year book. Depending on your subject. 

I used to speak a good deal in favour of liberalising the 

• franchise, to make the franchise for the Legislative Council 

more liberal, more democractic, and you could make out an 

excellent case by referring to the statistics compiled after 

elections when it showed how many people voted in this 

• electorate and that electorate and in the whole of the State, 

and then there'd be a Legislative Council elections. That's why 

the House was so lopsided. There was never much interest in the 

Legislative Council elections. It wasn't compulsory to vote. A 

• lot of people wouldn't vote in Assembly elections if they didn't 

fear being fined. But then for the Legislative Council it was 



not compulsory. Even if you owned half a dozen houses or owned 

the Palace Hotel you didn't have to be on the roll. It wasn't 

compulsory to be on the roll and the result was that lots and 

lots of people never bothered to fill in cards and apply to be 

on the roll. Well that suited the status quo and the Liberals, 

their people all got on the roll. Anyone who owned a station or 

a farm or a business, they were keener than the average working 

people and that's why there was this imbalance. 

But I used to compile some good statistics there and 

eventually.... I wasn't the only one, of course, but I think I 

was as active and had as good a grasp of the subject as any of 

them. Eventually the Liberal party bowed to our arguments, I 

think. But then they were wise and got credit for amending the 

• franchise somewhat. You know session after session, we'd bring 

up a Bill to liberalise the franchise, grant adult franchise, 

give everyone the vote. I never used to advocate the abolition 

of the Chamber. I used to keep an open mind about that and I 

used to applaud the members for the valuable contributions they 

made; and they did. I think most people did. If you made a 

good contribution, the others would congratulate you and say you 

did very well. 

But I was going to tell you: eventually, to our surprise, Dr 

Gordon Hislop introduced a Bill. He wasn't the Minister, but he 

brought in a private member's bill to grant this adult 

• franchise. So when it came about, it wasn't the Labor Party who 

had the credit of bringing it about, it was a Liberal member, 

Gordon Hislop. 

• RJ That occurred in 1965. 

HEENAN Did it? 

• RJ In fact the ALP lost ground after that election. 

HEENAN That's true, that's true. 

0 RJ How did you feel about that? 
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HEEN.AN Well, when I was over the years arguing this case, our 

people were unwise to advocate abolition of the Legislative 
S Council but it was a part of our platform. Well, that was a 

very unwise tactic, I used to think, to have that on the 
platform, because everyone hears the Labor Party wants to 

abolish this Council and a lot of people in the country didn't 
S want that to happen. They regarded the Legislative Council as a 

safeguard for the average person. But, I used to argue that 
they should grant adult franchise because it was enormously 

expensive to go around putting people on the roll. They didn't 
S have to be on the roll, they didn't have to vote, and the result 

was that, especially up on the goldfields, they didn't care a 

damn about it and they weren't concerned about the Legislative 
Council and that's why the Labor candidates, in my opinion, 

S never won the seats they should have. 

Although I say it myself, my first campaign on the Goldfields 

surprised many by the work we did in enrolling people. There 
S were about seven or eight qualifications that entitled you to 

enrol. A person who was a ratepayer of land worth more than 50 

pounds a year, or something like that. A freeholder with 

property to the value of so much. A householder, the house 
S having an annual rental of 17 pounds. I can remember that: not 

less than 17 pounds. An equitable freeholder, a person who had 

an equitable freehold of the value of 100 pounds, or 50 pounds, 
whatever it was. 

S 

END OF TAPE FIVE SIDE ONE 
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Well the Constitution provided that anyone who had any of those 

qualifications could apply for enrolment in the south province 

or the north east province, wherever the province you lived in. 

No one knew what province they were in or cared unless you went 

and told them, and as I say, the result was that hordes and 

hordes of ordinary folk weren't on the roll. We set to work and 

in an orderly manner we did street after street and called on 

people and employed a couple of people to assist. We put a lot 

of people on the roll and got the roll into good shape and at 

least we had the roll there and then when it came to election 

time, it was still not compulsory for them to vote. You still 

had to go around to canvass them and arrange to pick them up and 

Fr.—,1p 

But I used to argue about this adult franchise and I used to 

tell the Liberals that they were afraid that, you know, they 

were going to be swept out of office with this adult franchise 

and I said, "Well I'll be very, very surprised if the numbers in 

the House are altered very much at all because although a lot 

more people will be entitled to vote, a lot of them still won't 

bother to get on the roll, but at least the qualifications will 

be simplified instead of these seven qualifications in the 

• Constitution which very few people understand. Who understands 

what is an equitable freeholder? Do all of you members know 

what an equitable freeholder is?" [Laughs.] 

$ Then I got hold of the roll at one of my elections. When the 

rolls were printed out they came, and up north where the 

Liberals held just about all the seats and had done so for 

years, inspecting the roll, I noticed that a number of these 

• people and their wives were enrolled as equitable 

leaseholders - not equitable freeholders. In the list of 

qualifications there was no provision for an equitable 

leaseholder and these people were not entitled to be on the roll 

• at all. Many of them were well-known respectable people who no 

doubt were ignorant about the qualifications and had been put on 
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the roll no doubt by some party organiser or the like, who was 
also ignorant of the position. 

After ascertaining this fact, our organisation issued notices to 
these people and in due course they were struck off the roll. I 
used to cite this state of affairs as exemplifying how ignorant 
the general public were about qualifications for enrolment and 
how necessary it was that such a complex setup should be 
simplified. 

That's true. You know there were, I think, Lee Steeres and a 
lot of these, they didn't have freehold properties. This is a 
freehold property like your house or your farm up at Moore River 
is a freehold block no doubt. Up north if they have a house at 
Broome or a farm somewhere it's no doubt a freehold property. 
But these big stations are leasehold, they're not freehold, and 
yet these people (and I don't mention names) but they were, oh 
well-known station owning families, and here for years they had 
had wives on the roll, voting, without any right to do so. 

RJ When you first went into politics, how did you feel 
the community viewed a member of Parliament and was there any 

• change in what the community thought of their member? 

HEENAN What was that again. 

RJ When you first went into Parliament, how did you feel 
the community viewed you as a member of Parliament and did you 
see any change in the community's attitude to you as a member? 

HEENAN I suppose the difference would be that you became 
better known, for good or worse. You were also given 
privileges, such as entrees to officials, train travel and so 
on. Whatever respect you were held in, however, depended, I 
think, mainly on your own general behaviour. 

RJ Just how rewarding was it for you to be a member of 
Parliament? Just what sort of job satisfaction did you get out 
of that role? 
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HEENAN During the war years in particular, one obtained a 
good deal of satisfaction in being able to assist people. What 
have I said? During the war years.... 

RJ During the war years in particular, one obtained a 
good deal of satisfaction in being able to assist people. 

HEENAN We were able to approach officials in various spheres 
who, in most cases, treated us with respect because we were 
elected members of Parliament representing the general public. 
I think that was about the position. Railway officials were 
always very helpful. You know, they'd get you on the train at 
short notice if at all possible, that sort of thing. 

RJ But was it a satisfying job to you personally? Did 
you get pleasure out of your position as a member of Parliament? 

HEENAN I feel certain I got a good deal of satisfaction in 
having served as a member. 

RJ What did you see as your most important role? Was it 
as far as legislation was concerned or was it to your 
constituents? 

HEENAN I could not answer that question, because each sphere 
had its different role. I always enjoyed meeting people in the 
outback mining centres and being with them on special occasions 
to which one would be invited. 

RJ How much travelling around your electorate did you do? 

HEENAN A good deal of travel, a good deal of travel with 
other members and from time to time with the Governor and 
Ministers on special occasions. 

S 
RJ Why did you stay in politics as long as you did? 

0 
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HEENAN I think the answer would be that it had become a way 

of life and still afforded me some satisfaction. 

END OF TAPE FIVE SIDE TWO 

END OF INTERVIEW 
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